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Purpose
The purpose of this presentation is to:
1) provide an overview of our land transport funding
system, with a focus on Road User Charges
2) describe how New Zealand’s Ministry of Transport is
thinking about the future of New Zealand’s land
transport revenue system
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New Zealand in comparison
New Zealand

Hawaii

103,500 mi2

10,931 mi2

4.9 million

1.4 million

Compared to UK…
95,960 mi2
66 million
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Travel in New Zealand is dominated by car trips
►

►

►
►

►

Majority of the roading network is made up of
dual carriageways (one lane in each direction)
with about 2 percent motorways and
expressways
Most people in New Zealand find driving easier
and more convenient for getting around with
our mountainous topography and the relatively
small population mostly located near the
coastline
In rural areas, driving is often the only option
Public transport is available in the larger
centres, and the use of public transport has
increased, particularly in Auckland and
Wellington
However, the number of vehicles owned per
household is also increasing and 78 percent of
trip legs and 93 percent of distance travelled is
as a driver or passenger in a privately owned
vehicle
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New Zealand’s land transport funding system
National Land Transport
Programme
Revenue of NZD$3.8 billion in
2017/18 (around USD $2.4
billion)

52%

Fuel Excise Duty
(petrol vehicles)

42%

Road User
Charges
(diesel vehicles)

6%

Motor Vehicle
Registration &
Licensing

State highway
construction &
maintenance

National
Land
Transport
Fund

Local road
construction &
maintenance
Public transport
infrastructure &
services
Walking & cycling
facilities
Road policing
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NZ$1.4 billion
(around USD $0.9
billion)

Local
government
share

Our RUC system is well established
New Zealand’s RUC system was introduced in 1978
► Its purpose was to:
► ensure heavy vehicles pay for the road damage
they cause
► avoid placing the administrative burden of seeking
diesel tax refunds on the agricultural sector
► avoid the enforcement cost and complexity of a
dyed diesel regime
► It is estimated between 35 to 40 percent of diesel in
New Zealand is used off-road.
►
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Coverage of RUC
RUC applies to:
► all heavy vehicles (gross vehicle mass
greater than 3.5 tonnes)
► light vehicles not solely powered by petrol
► Electric vehicles are therefore subject to RUC,
but currently have an exemption until Dec 2021
(applies to around 17,000 electric vehicles)
► RUC applies to almost one quarter of New
Zealand’s vehicle fleet
► 165,000 heavy vehicles
► 715,000 light diesel vehicles
►
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RUC licences
RUC is paid in advance of travel and purchased in
1,000 kilometre (~ 600 mile) increments
► RUC licences need to be displayed inside the
windscreen
► Refunds of RUC are payable for distance travelled
off-road
► Exemptions exist for vehicles unsuitable for regular
road use
► Enforcement by New Zealand Police – roadside
checks of vehicles
► Odometer reading at periodic safety inspection –
can lead to the generation of an invoice for unpaid
RUC
►
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Electronic RUC (eRUC)
►

eRUC was introduced in 2012 as an alternative to the
paper-based RUC licence system.
►
►

►

►
►

►

►

eRUC uses satellite technology (GPS)
distance licence purchase is automated

Currently four approved eRUC providers that act as
RUC agents for the New Zealand Transport Agency
eRUC requirements are set out in a Code of Practice
eRUC is mainly used by heavy vehicle fleet operators,
but uptake by light vehicle fleet operators is increasing
Around 26 percent of heavy vehicles are using eRUC
and around 3 percent of light diesel vehicles
eRUC now collects over half of all RUC revenue,
skewed towards largest and most productive vehicles
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Cost Allocation Model
►

A Cost Allocation Model is used to indicate what the RUC rates should be
► National vehicle kilometres travelled in the most recent year and planned national
transport expenditure are inputs
► A share of these costs is allocated to each vehicle kilometre travelled in that period
► Differences in costs determined by factors such as vehicle size, gross vehicle weight,
road wear characteristics (weight and axle loadings)

Actual RUC rates
►

►

►

►
►

Light vehicle rate is currently NZD
$72 per 1,000 kilometres (~ USD $45
/ 600 miles)
Heavy vehicle rates range from NZD
$76 to $413 per 1,000 kilometres
(between USD $48 and USD $261 /
600 miles)
Actual RUC rates do not always
correspond to exactly what the Cost
Allocation Model suggests (e.g.
policy is to not increase any single
rate by more than 10 percent in a
given year)
Light RUC is benchmarked to try and recover the same amount as would be paid by the average
petrol vehicle in fuel excise duty
Rate increases are based on revenue needed, rather than precise allocation of costs
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Issues with our RUC system
►
►

►
►

►

►

RUC was not designed with light vehicles in mind
Many owners of light diesel vehicles do not understand their RUC obligations or the reasons
for RUC
The bones of the system reflect its paper-based roots
Averaging is a practical necessity for the system to be workable (single rates can cover large
weight bands and all roads are charged the same)
Compliance – an evaluation in 2016 found that 20 percent of light vehicles overran their
distance licence
Avoidance/evasion – RUC relies (to an extent) on the honesty of the vehicle owner and it is
difficult to estimate the level of evasion. Reports have estimated that heavy RUC evasion is
around one percent of revenue. Evasion by light RUC vehicles is uncertain but unlikely to be
widespread
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Issues with our RUC system contd..
►

►

Administration costs – RUC is a relatively
expensive system to administer compared to Fuel
Excise Duty, but eRUC offers administrative cost
savings for the government and also for vehicle
operators
As RUC is based on distance and Fuel Excise

Duty is based on fuel consumption, RUC
discourages uptake of fuel efficient diesel
vehicles because of the higher tax compared to
petrol
► RUC is highly technical – expertise is
concentrated among a relatively small group of
people

We are thinking about the future of the revenue system
Changes, challenges and opportunities
►

►

►

►

►

►

Worsening equity outcomes between motorists due to
expected improving fuel efficiency of petrol vehicles – we
know we cannot rely on fuel excise duty for petrol vehicles
forever
Changes in travel may impact on current revenue tools
e.g. who travels, how, why, where, when and how often
(this could include things like implications of mode shift,
and declining vehicle ownership)
Differing regional situations (e.g. some areas are
experiencing high growth while others are declining)
Increasing public resistance to paying more Fuel Excise
Duty and higher petrol prices generally
Cost of eRUC services currently too high for noncommercial operators
New technology presents opportunities
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Future of the land transport revenue system
Like other countries, New Zealand is also asking
how we should pay for our transport system
►

►

►

►

Currently, we are doing some preliminary work into GPSbased road charging, as a potential replacement for fuel
excise duty and RUC
Multiple potential objectives in mind – more sustainably
fund our transport system, manage demand, capture the
real cost of transport (externalities) by setting different
rates by time and location
We are also actively considering congestion pricing
options to improve network performance in Auckland, our
biggest city, with specific consideration being given to the
economic, social and environmental implications
We have some challenging but exciting work ahead of us
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Mahalo nui
Kia ora

